Threatened Closing Of Dormitories Centers Dispute At Jax State

Dean Jackson Is Opposed To Closing Any Dorm

When questioned about the possible closing of Daugette dormitory, Dean Miriam Jackson, Jax State’s Dean of Women, emphatically replied, “I’m against it.” Dean Jackson also told the CHANTICLER that she has “not heard anybody say for sure it’s closing. In reference to a meeting held with coeds from both Daugette and Curtis dormitories last week, Dean Jackson said, “...the whole meeting got very emotional...it became a contest to see who from Curtis could find the most reasons to keep Curtis open and who from Daugette could find the most reasons to keep Daugette open.”

Dean Jackson believes the girls got the idea that the outcome of the meeting that of possibly closing the dorm was predetermined from the fact that each girl present was asked to fill out a card naming their first and second choice of other dormitories in which to live should their own be closed. According to Dean Jackson, the sole purpose of these cards was to determine which dormitory the girls would prefer to live in.

“Weatherly Hall is the most popular women’s dorm,” was determined from the fact that the girls were asked to fill out cards naming their first and second choice of other dormitories in which to live should their own be closed. According to Dean Jackson, the sole purpose of these cards was to determine which dormitory the girls would prefer to live in.

Protest

The solidarity of the Daugette Girls is evident as they seek to save their “home.”

Jo Jo Gunne To Perform

Jo Jo Gunne is a good old-fashioned rock-and-roll band that doesn’t sound like any good old-fashioned rock-and-roll band you’ve ever heard. It’s a band you can dance to, like they used to say, but it’s also a band you can throw to, pulse to, smile to. It’s even, if you feel like it, a band you can throw to, pulse to, smile to. It’s even, if you feel like it, a band you can throw to.

This Jo Jo Gunne is no less energetic, but a lot more creative. It’s Jay Fischer, 21, piano and vocals; Mark Andes, 22, bass; his brother, Matt, 21, lead guitar; and Curly Smith, 19, drums. Jo and Mark come out of another girls’ dormitory on campus. When questioned about the possibility of the girls’ dormitories being closed, Jo Jo Gunne’s lead singer, Jay, said, “It’s going to be tough, but we’re going to fight.”

As far as is now known, the girls are still in doubt as to what will happen to their home.

Salvatore Says “Air-Conditioned” Dorm Would Be A Hardship

On Wednesday, November 1, Deans Edwards and Schmitz met with the residents of Logan Hall to discuss the forthcoming closing of the dormitory. Dennis Salvatore, president of Logan Hall, told CHANTICLER reporter, John Turner, that Edwards and Schmitz gave the residents concerned “a list of reviews that they came up with which amounted to the closing of Logan Hall. They said it would be the reason for closing the dorm was “that there was going to be a police academy initiated in the university system, and that the university would need to establish some means of housing these persons.”

Originally the university had planned to house the Academy in a Glazer, but Salvatore said, “after having a board to review the facilities at Glazer, it was found to be inadequate due to the lack of air conditioning. The alternative was to move the academy into Luttrel Hall, being Luttrel was fully facilitated with air conditioning.”

According to Salvatore, plans of the university were to “move Logan Hall personnel into Luttrel and they wouldn’t charge the next semester (for the air-conditioned dorms) as we have open now, there are $34 empty beds.” Deans Schmitz stated that there have been only ten applications for the dorms for the second semester.

When asked directly “Which dorms are you going to close?” Dennis Schmitz said, “I have no idea.”

Dean Schmitz pointed out that it is necessary for it to cost more to live in Sparkman and that other universities and colleges in Alabama charge considerably higher for air-conditioned dorms. “Troy charges $100 more per year, Florence $80, and Livingston $60,” he said. He stated that the price ranges (for air-conditioned dorms) from the lowest of $80 to the highest of $100 more at the University of Alabama.

Deans Explain “Problem” To Weatherly And Rowan Coeds

On Monday evening, November 6, Deans Jackson and Schmitz met with the residents of Weatherly and Rowan Halls to inform them of the current housing situation on the JSU campus.

Dean Jackson began the meeting by stating, “We are not here to close your dormitory...We have asked for your help and that’s why you’re here.” Dean Jackson also encouraged the girls to “please listen,” and not to “take heresy.” She told the students if you’re not satisfied with our meeting tonight, our office is always open to your suggestions.

Dean Schmitz summed up the entire problem as: “Several dorms on campus are already closed...many students are now commuting, we have reduced some of the rules, and there has been a decrease in undergraduate enrollment.” He said that as of three-and-one-half weeks ago, “of the six dorms we have open now, there are $34 empty beds.” Deans Schmitz stated that there have been only ten applications (female) filed for housing next semester.
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**Homecoming '72**

"If The Shoe Fits ... Wear It"

Homecoming means different things to different people. Here is what homecoming means to some JSU students and faculty members:

- "It's a time for everybody to get together, because everybody is working together on floats and ideas. There may be disagreements, but everybody is in such a homecoming spirit, it doesn't matter. Everybody is working together as individuals. I guess that makes homecoming."

- "A time of excitement and happiness. A time of all smiles. A time when the football team tries harder. A time of more spirit."

- "A waste of time and money."

- "Everybody working for one goal. Unity, working together closely."

- "To me it means a good concert. If they abolished homecoming, as long as they had a good concert, I wouldn't cry. If the alumni don't care enough to come back without having a special day for them, then why should we care enough to have a special day for them?"

- "My last ball game of the season. It's a game we won't come close to losing."

- "At Jacksonville, homecoming isn't what it could be because of poor participation of the students. It's a fourth year, and ever since I've been here it's been the sororities and fraternities-they have done all the work."

- "Homecoming is a good time of year. Homecoming permits students to participate in the work. But it's all worth it."

- "Directed toward other areas."  

**Liaison Committee Meets To Discuss Student Proposals**

On Wednesday afternoon, November 14, the student members and university members of the Liaison Committee met to discuss four proposals presented by the students on November 1, 1972. The proposals were as follows:

**PROPOSAL 1**

**INEQUITIES RESULTANT FROM A FOOD SERVICE REGULATION**

The student members of the Liaison Committee of Jacksonville State University formally propose that this committee undertake the elimination of what is deemed by many an unnecessary harassment of students by the Food Service of this institution.

At the present time the Food Service has a regulation banning the taking out of small items of food, such as apples, crackers, or single cups of beverage from the two cafeterias operated at Jacksonville State University. This rule, which is in force on the pretext that students would be stealing great quantities of food and feeding boards of people who do not normally eat in the cafeteria.

We deem this thinking not only ridiculous, but an overt measure on the part of the Food Service to punish the student body for the current program dictated by the Jacksonville State University Board of Trustees. A group of responsible students met with a representative of the Food Service and no successful outcome of this meeting was noted.

We feel the right of purchase obligates the seller, not the buyer. If one purchases a food item, that item belongs to him and under no circumstances should the threat of force be used to prevent the purchaser from doing what he wishes with that item which is now his property. We are cognizant of the particular circumstances surrounding this rule and are willing to grant that the rule could be just in terms of plates of food, but not for smaller items which are obviously intended for personal consumption away from the zone too pleasant dining areas.

We feel that this committee should address itself to this area of student life by bypassing those whose application of the rule in question has become more stringent following reasonable confrontation. This particular problem which may seem of minor import lies at the very base of the quest for human dignity and respect. We do not feel that to be a student at Jacksonville State University one must be a thief intent on the base of the quest for human dignity and respect. We do not feel that to be a student at Jacksonville State University one must be a thief intent on

**PROPOSAL 2**

**MODIFICATION OF THE "B" CLASS DROP REQUIREMENT**

According to a survey made by the Chanticleer last week, most students consider the furthering of student unity to be the most important purpose of Homecoming. The students considered supporting the football team to be the next most important purpose, followed by honoring alumni, followed by providing an excuse for celebrating.

Of the students polled were satisfied with Homecoming. The percentage was so low that the students were dissatisfied complained most often about entertainment, calling for more and better concerts.

87 per cent of those questioned felt that Homecoming was worth the time and money. However, only 61 per cent said they helped with floats and displays for Homecoming.

When asked if they thought having a Homecoming Queen involved male chauvinism, one fourth of those questioned answered "yes." 73 per cent thought not, but 24 per cent expressed no opinion.

82 per cent felt that the university should not necessarily schedule games with "opposing" Homecoming dates.

Surprisingly, although 49 per cent of the students polled felt that a football team was important to a university, only 14 per cent stated that Jacksonville's football team had influenced their coming to this institution.

**JSU Student Receives Company's Top Award For Act Of Heroism**

A Jackson State student has been honored recently with a dinner and his company's highest award for a heroism performed on a rainy morning last January.

Ellis Benton Kelley of Sycamore, an installer-repairman for South Central Bell in Childersburg was driving along Alabama's Highway 89 last January on a routine repair call when a pick-up truck hit the horse and avoid a car turning left and swerved in front of an oncoming car. After the collision with the truck, the car tumbled over several times and landed in the flooded waters of the Tallasseehatchie Creek. Running to the edge of the muddy waters, Kelley couldn't see either the car or its driver. After several moments, he spotted an air bubble. Dipping into the water and swimming toward the bubble, he saw a man's head surface, then disappear again. Kelley reached under water, grabbed the victim and swam with him some 15 feet to the bank.

After the victim-whose name Kelley couldn't remember reached back to the hospital, Kelley went home, changed clothes and set out again for his original destination, to make a routine telephone call.

Citing Kelley's modesty, Ben Brown, vice president of the company, said the Sycamore man simply signed off the incident with, "It was a good day, I guess.

Jacksonville student Kelley was honored with a dinner in Sylacauga at which he received his company's highest award, the Theodore N. Vail Medal.

At the award ceremony, Kelley said, "This is probably the only time I've ever had the chance to help somebody this way in my life and you're giving me this big award and dinner. I'd like the guests at the two tables to stand up.

Rising to their feet were several doctors and nurses recognized by Kelley as those who attended his wife, Cecilla, a victim of muscular dystrophy.

"Those people save lives every day," said Kelley, "they should be honored, not me. Because I probably won't have another chance in my lifetime to do what they do all the time."
Dorm War: Crow vs. Dixon?

Chicago and New York had gang wars; Jacksonville has dorm wars. The week-long Crow-Dixon dorm war began Halloween night with the egging of someone's car. According to several of Crowe's residents, a Dixon resident began the egging of a car belonging to a Crowe boy.

The local Crowe guys just couldn't sit around and let the Dixonites get away with that. A small retaliation from Crowe, more from Dixon, and a full-scale war was underway. The artillery included eggs, cherry bombs, firecrackers, and a pumpkin.

One girl who was in Crowe the night before the war started related that one of the Crowe men narrowly missed getting blasted in the face with a rotten egg by closing a window. She also stated that several cherry bombs were tossed. The girl added that the story of the pumpkin was told to her by a guy who 'came out the window.

"It seems that after several egging incidents, a couple of Crowe guys went to visit a Dixon resident. They just happened to have a porcenk, a rather large one, with them, which they plopped on the Dixonite's head. When they left, the pumpkin was supposedly still sitting on the guy's shoulders, over his head, like a jack-o-lantern." Informations from some of the guys at Crowe (who asked that their names not be mentioned), revealed that the campus police, Dean of Men Gus Edwards, Director of Student Affairs Dr. Schmidt, and Dorm (Crowe) Director John Condor gathered behind Crowe to disperse the small crowds of guys between the warring dorms.

There wasn't really a lot to the war besides the facts listed above, according to those Crowe men who supplied this information. Both Dean Gus Edward and Officer Murray of the Police Department echoed the sentiment that there was nothing to it. In fact last Thursday when Officer Murray was questioned about "What's going on between Crow and Dixon Halls?" he answered, "I don't know anything about Crow Hall and Dixon Hall."

To truly understand and appreciate the essential message of Homecoming, one must first be aware of the historical precedent for this custom and the underlying significance of team sports in general.

Let us first consider college football in the extent to which it is analogous to warfare. The essential elements for the compassion are certainly present.

Football brings its liberal inter-collegiate rivalries down to their most basic, brute level— to be resolved on the football field much in the same way that our natural international rivalries are so often resolved on the battlefield.

Football serves as a catharsis to absolve the participants (an, indeed, the spectators) of their pent-up aggressive tendencies which arises as a natural result of the abrasive effects of day-to-day living. This might help to point out the extent to which warfare may possibly be considered and better understood in its macroscopic relationship to sport.

Football (inter-collegiate warfare)

serves as a stimulant to the economic growth of the college much in the same way that involvement in warfare brings about all of the desirable qualities of nationalism, unity, and cooperation that usually slacken somewhat during peacetime (the off-season).

Homecoming, of course, analogous to the prevailing sense of jubilation that is traditionally experienced nationally when our armies return home from a war.

This is how the custom was originated. All of the similarities are present in the parade through the town, the celebration, the general feeling of unity and pride.

You may have noticed that in the above analogy, my references to warfare were in the traditional sense that we had all come to know and love it before Viet Nam. The analogy fails miserably when applied to the Viet Nam situation because the war has been said to have failed miserably to result in any of the good things we usually expect from a war. Rather than cleansing us of our national aggressions, it has reinforced them and allowed them to fester almost beyond repair. Rather than engendering national, social, economic, and cultural decay.

"Let us first consider college football in the extent to which it is analogous to warfare."

You may have noticed that in the above analogy, my references to warfare were in the traditional sense that we had all come to know and love it before Viet Nam. The analogy fails miserably when applied to the Viet Nam situation because the war has been said to have failed miserably to result in any of the good things we usually expect from a war. Rather than cleansing us of our national aggressions, it has reinforced them and allowed them to fester almost beyond repair. Rather than engendering national, social, economic, and cultural decay.
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Homecoming this fall instead of one.
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Poetry

LITTLE THINGS

Time was hours meaning so dear
Time was good when you were born.
All the happiness that love brings
Basically just the little things
A smile at the right time
Could call it that. A least three tunes
A week the meat was boiled fish.
Other roast beef. But always the meat was L. N. Moncus.
Time was when I was down
Just the little things
Of the clock
Or you might be
How short Forever will be to you
And how long to me.

The hours of the day are all
But impassable
Since I have no one
To turn to for understanding
Except
In my private place where embittered
Perceptions cannot survive
And my private place is
MINE
To have
Forever
Till I die.

A JSU Sophomore

Miles Priest

Smothering in aloneness, I stumble to my private place
And
On all the tears a solitary life brings,
And letting Comfort’s
End to me in his depths.
Here:
Shimmy images are excluded
And the endless riddle of the world is not.
In this place of wondrous quietude
I imagine myself belting
Tolling a death march as a
Sinister cloak of fog envelopes all.

Listen to the plaintive forever-talking
Of the clock
Or you might be
How short Forever will be to you
And how long to me.

The hours of the day are all
But impassable
Since I have no one
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Phi Alpha Theta Will Hold
Fall Initiation November 14

The newly organized chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, national history honorary, will hold its fall initiation November 14 at 7:00 p.m. at the home of its faculty advisor, Dr. Mary Martha Thomas. Invitations are being sent to students who have attained a 2.0 average in all courses and a 2.2 average in history.

The Tau Theta chapter of Phi Alpha Theta was installed May 7, 1972 by Dr. Wesley P. Newton, national councilman of Phi Alpha Theta and member of Auburn University faculty. Officers for the academic year 1972-73 are president, Marilyn Ward; vice-president, John R. Stewart, Jr.; secretary-treasurer, Donna Self; historians, Mitchell Barron (The faculty advisors are Dr. H. Calvin Wingo and Dr. Mary Martha Thomas.

Phi Alpha Theta plans to meet monthly with a variety of programs including student papers, panel discussions, book reviews, faculty papers, and tours of historic areas. Phi Alpha Theta was founded at the University of Arkansas in 1921 and presently includes more than 70,000 students in 794 chapters, making it the largest of the national honor societies in the country. Membership in Phi Alpha Theta is composed of those students and professors who have been elected upon the basis of excellence in the field of history. The purpose of the organization is to promote the study of history through research, teaching, publication, and exchange of ideas. Phi Alpha Theta also awards several prizes for outstanding papers in the school annually to deserving students.

Student admissions
WORCESTER, Mass.
A do-it-yourself admissions policy at Worcester Polytechnic Institute is possible for an applicant to enroll after a comprehensive campus tour. He looks over the school, its programs, and requirements. Then he figures his chances of succeeding at the school. If it looks as though he can survive, he admits himself. Such a program is designed to attract school with self-motivated students.

RESPONS TO NOTICE
AUSTIN, Tex.
A do-it-yourself admissions policy at the University of Texas is possible for an applicant to enroll after a comprehensive campus tour. If it looks as though he can survive, he admits himself. Such a program is designed to attract school with self-motivated students.

WORKERS
Pictured above is the 1973 Homecoming Committee. These students have spent many long hours making sure that this year's Homecoming will be better than ever. Shown above are: (left) Jim Smith, Sharon McCamy, Mickey Williams, Donna Campbell, and Bill Smith, chairman.

United Freight Sales
Stereo Components

ANOTHER RUST
MELBOURNE, Australia
English singer Joe Cocker and his band fled to their Chateau Comodore hotel after a Wednesday night concert at the Commodore Hotel.

MELBOURNE, Australia
Immigration Minister Alexander Forbes said after the raid that he had to leave the country by Friday—or be forced out.
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RESPONS TO NOTICE
AUSTIN, Tex.
A do-it-yourself admissions policy at the University of Texas is possible for an applicant to enroll after a comprehensive campus tour. If it looks as though he can survive, he admits himself. Such a program is designed to attract school with self-motivated students.

WORKERS
Pictured above is the 1973 Homecoming Committee. These students have spent many long hours making sure that this year's Homecoming will be better than ever. Shown above are: (left) Jim Smith, Sharon McCamy, Mickey Williams, Donna Campbell, and Bill Smith, chairman.

United Freight Sales
Stereo Components

ANOTHER RUST
MELBOURNE, Australia
English singer Joe Cocker and his band fled to their Chateau Comodore hotel after a Wednesday night concert at the Commodore Hotel.
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Jo Jo Gunne, a "good old-fashioned rock-and-roll band that doesn't sound like any good old-fashioned band you've ever heard," will be on campus on November 17 to help celebrate the Homecoming activities. The group will have two performances, at 7:30 and 11:00 p.m., in the Leone Cole Auditorium. Admission to both concerts is free to Allied Arts Card holders, $2.50 with student ID, and $3.50 to non-students.

Jo Jo Gunne, a "good old-fashioned rock-and-roll band that doesn't sound like any good old-fashioned band you've ever heard," will be on campus on November 17 to help celebrate the Homecoming activities. The group will have two performances, at 7:30 and 11:00 p.m., in the Leone Cole Auditorium. Admission to both concerts is free to Allied Arts Card holders, $2.50 with student ID, and $3.50 to non-students.

Shoe

everybody working all night.
Everybody walking by and getting in the spirit.

"The nostalgia of the infinite... all my yesterdays right here for me in the present. Rah rah stff boom bah." -

"The one game in the season you really get up in the air for. It's a good way to wind up the football season."

"I think there is rather too much emphasis on football. It seems some students care and worry about football games more than they do about education. Homecoming must be a worthwhile event for those who participate in it. I don't quite understand this. It's fine with me, though, as long as they don't force me to take part in it."

"A good week to have a good time and continue our winning record. Floats and parades. A week students should

Schedules and permits for the 1972-73 second semester will be available in the Admissions Office on or about November 27. Returning students must file permits by December 1 if they wish a regular appointment time to register. Students who file after December 1 may have to register during the last part of the formal registration period on January 10.
Egads, Miriam, Cousin Gus Writes From Jacksonville That Grandpa Ernest Told Uncle Theron That The Emporium Has Moved From Anniston To The Old Home Town. What Is The Town Coming To?

Emporium
204 Church Street
On The Hill

Jo Jo

heard Curly, we knew. We've been together as a group ever since.

Michael Eoss of the L.A. Times wrote that they are "mean-looking and menacing, and have much of the stuff pop legends are made of..."

But when they talk about their work, they don't sound like legends at all. They certainly don't sound mean. They just sound enthusiastic, aware, alive to the world.

"This is it," Mark says of his playing. "It's the only thing that I can do that I love, that gets me off..."

Jay adds "We aren't reviving fifties' rock at all. There's a lot of easy listening, laid-back music now. Cerebral rock. Then there's gut-level rock, that's us. We're doing something new. Of our music is a revival of ANYTHING, it's of that really positive, UP emotional feeling rock used to have. We feel the need to play loud now. That's how we are."

Then someone says "This music is the most fulfilling thing. I need it. It satisfies my soul." And someone else nods and grins and says "It's great to combine what you like best with what you do best."

They all look awfully happy.

JoJo Gunne will be on campus for two performances on November 17. The performances, which will be at 7:30 and 10:00 p.m. will be held in the Leone Cole Auditorium. Admission is free to Allied Arts Card Holders, $2.50 to students, and $3.50 to non-students.

Egads, Miriam, Cousin Gus Writes From Jacksonville That Grandpa Ernest Told Uncle Theron That The Emporium Has Moved From Anniston To The Old Home Town. What Is The Town Coming To?
Nominees for Mr. Friendly are: (l-r) Standing: John Holloway, Jerry Starnes, and Jimmy Snow. Not shown is Bill Norton.

Nominees for Miss Friendly are: (l-r, seated) Sandra Tyson, Nan Casey, and Nancie Ellis. Standing are Charolette Wilson, Remona Sharp, Joan Anderson, Trisha Hallmark, Sandy Snead, Sharon McCamy, Katrina Lloyd, and Jane Rick. Not shown is Bridget Oakes.

Gamecocks Crushed Samford 27-6

By JIM OWEN

The J.S.U. Gamecocks invaded Anniston Memorial Stadium last Saturday night as they went up against a rough and tough Samford ball club from Birmingham.

The Bulldogs won the toss and elected to receive the kickoff from Joe Hix. The Bulldogs took the kickoff on their 35 yard line and promptly went over for the touchdown. The attempt was good and this made the score JSU 2, Samford 0.

After two exciting band shows, the teams returned to the field for more rough and tough action and they wasted no time as the defensive units buried the offensive strength. Until Hawkins Lynch, super sub, went wildly bounding over the outside for a 61 yard return of a Nipper pass. The Gamecocks had a Joe Hix attempted field goal sail wide with seconds remaining on the clock to make the score remain JSU 2, Samford 0 at the half.
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The J.S.U. Gamecocks invaded Anniston Memorial Stadium last Saturday night as they went up against a rough and tough Samford ball club from Birmingham.

The Bulldogs won the toss and elected to receive the kickoff from Joe Hix. The Bulldogs took the kickoff on their 35 yard line and promptly went over for the touchdown. The attempt was good and this made the score JSU 2, Samford 0.

After two exciting band shows, the teams returned to the field for more rough and tough action and they wasted no time as the defensive units buried the offensive strength. Until Hawkins Lynch, super sub, went wildly bounding over the outside for a 61 yard return of a Nipper pass. The Gamecocks had a Joe Hix attempted field goal sail wide with seconds remaining on the clock to make the score remain JSU 2, Samford 0 at the half.
Shown above are nominees for Mr. Friendly: (l-r) George Porter, Scotty Marcum, and Greg Pertree. Not shown is Bill Horton.

Butterfly Wins Big

The Iron Butterflies reminded people of the JSU vs. Bluefield game as they demolished the Sigma Gammas by a score of 35-0.

The Butterflies had their usual stingy defense that is known far and wide as being the coffin namer for opposing defenses. The Butterflies have an offense to equal this defense, and it is centered around a brother duo named Jackson.

The downfall of the Gammas was the five touchdowns scored by the Butterflies lightning fast and rugged defense. The scoring parade was led by the Jackson brothers with a touchdown each, and Doug Owens, and Steve Shires scored three touchdowns between them as Mike Alexander booted the knife of a defeat even deeper into the backs of the Gammas as he made five PAT’s. Another contributing factor was the Gammas’ bad physical shape as most of their big-named players were on the bench.

DX Eyes Championship

Rusty Jessup of Delta Chi gave CHANTICLEER his idea of how his team feels about the upcoming championship game with Iron Butterfly. “Iron Butterfly will be tough to beat. Delta Chi plays technically, not physically. If we let them bring us down to their level, we will lose. But if we control the game and play it our way we will win. Iron Butterfly’s main thing is their quarterback. He can put the ball exactly where he wants it at exactly the right time. Our secondary will play their receivers as tight as possible. The defensive line should force a quick throw so we can afford to play them tight.”

“Last year’s game was excellent with two hardhitting physical teams. This year will be quite different. Technicians against brute strength. We think we have adapted to the type of football that will win Monday night.”

Student Government Hospital Insurance

$24.00 Per Year
Designed Especially For
The Students Of JSU
Delta Chi started this season with no hopes. They didn't think they had anything and neither did anybody else. They didn't have the great material they had last year. The phoenix was dead-down in flames. But, true to legend, it rose again from its own ashes. Delta Chi practiced everyday. They became unified. Each player seemed to know, to be able to sense, what his teammates were going to do. They played more as a team than anything else. This is why their execution of plays is picture perfect. They found that flag football is more of a technical game than a physical game. This was a change that they had to make because they had lost their big men. More than 90 per cent of the games they win are won on pure desire and their comeback has equaled that of George Blanda. Death and Resurrection.

Excellent hands and is a great threat at open field running. Shipman to Patterson is probably the team's strongest combination. Shipman kicks field goals, extra points and kickoffs. Townley punts. Russell returns kickoffs.

Delta Chi's defensive team has only had 9 points scored on them this season: 6 by KE and 3 by ATO. The front four are the best they have ever had. The left defensive end is Dennis Pantazis, 180 lbs. and fast. The middle men are Tommy Britt, 6'4", 220 lbs. and Joe Snow, 6 feet, 215 lbs. Right defensive end is Tim Farley, 160 lbs. Farley is the quickest man on the team. He is tough and lightning fast. He has grabbed more flags than anybody this season. Linebackers are Greg Benefield, 175 lbs. and Larry Schmidtle, also 175 lbs. Benefield is the defensive captain. He already, he has made six interceptions this year, one of which he ran back for 42 yards and six points against KE. Kinsaul is very fast. His position is one of the most important positions in this type of football and he knows his position.

Delta Chi has plenty of depth. They will never be short of players. They have back-up men for every position. The team is ably coached by head coaches Rick Hopkins and Monty Wallace, and by Joe Snow and Ric Stapleton, assistant coaches.

Delta Chi thinks the Intramural Program is tops. They believe it is probably the best in Alabama. They are glad to see more students taking part.

My deepest thanks to Rusty Jessup for his cooperation and assistance in writing this article.
In the Annual Veterans’ Day Parade in Birmingham on Oct. 23, two JSU groups brought home first place trophies.

One of the groups was the Marching ROTC Rangers. Capt. Williams of the ROTC Department was contacted for more information on the Rangers’ performance. He stated that there was no show as such, “they just marched.” According to Williams, this is the second year in a row that the Rangers have won the trophy for “The Most Outstanding Senior ROTC Marching Unit.”

Williams also said that the unit consists of 24 cadets commanded by Cadet Major Robert Rollins. The two sponsors of this unit of the 10th Alabama Volunteers are Jane Rice and Jana Pentecost.

The other trophy-winning group is none other than the JSU Marching Southerners. The Southerners played their entire repertoire of music in front of the reviewing stand prior to the parade. Mr. Walters could not be reached to give the details of the Southerners’ performance during the parade.

Congratulations to both of these fine groups!

---
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The other trophy-winning group is none other than the JSU Marching Southerners. The Southerners played their entire repertoire of music in front of the reviewing stand prior to the parade. Mr. Walters could not be reached to give the details of the Southerners’ performance during the parade.

Congratulations to both of these fine groups!

---

**IM BASKETBALL**

Team entry forms for Intramural Basketball are now available. Anyone wishing to have a team can obtain an entry form from the IM Director (Mr. Washington). Entry forms must be completed and turned in before November 17. There will be an IM Basketball Managers Meeting Monday, November 20, 8:30 in room 212 FEB.

---

**Make The Most Of Your Junior Year. Before You’re A Junior.**

If you will be a junior next fall and for some reason could not take the Basic Course of Army ROTC, you may qualify for the Advanced ROTC course by taking a special six week camp next summer.

Alan Pearson did.

For more information about the two year ROTC Program contact Major Thomas Sims, Jacksonville State University. Telephone 435-9820 Ext. 277 or come by the ROTC Building at JSU.